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they were a race of inventors it is impossible to explain these
and similar facts, but on the supposition that they, or at any
rate the most highly civilized elements among them, were
immigrants, it is easy. They might well have forgotten the
plough and the wheel before they had domesticated the
llama, and lost their blacksmiths before they came upon
iron ore and their shipwrights before they had occasion to
build ships.
What we find in America is very much what we might
expect to find in Australia if about 1850 it had been com-
pletely cut off from Europe. The Australians would, of
course, be now quite ignorant of all the inventions made
since then* and would have forgotten many devices owing
to the lack of craftsmen, or materials, or demand for them
in the new environment. Many civilized arts would still be
carried on, but with inferior tools. Archaeologists of the
future would find a civilization with no beginnings, unless
they were able to persuade themselves that these inferior
tools were independent local inventions.
A feature of American culture was not only that it was
ill-balanced, but that its highest features led to so little.
In the Old World the discovery of the calendar led to the
sciences of astronomy and physics, and the arts of navigation
and surveying; in American it was used for ritual only
(Wissler, Man and Culture^ p. 192). In China picture-
writing led to the production of a wonderful literature; in
America there was picture-writing, but the literature was
insignificant. The effectiveness of the Mongolian method
of arrow-release (see p. 80) contributed largely to the
foundation of the Turkish, Mogul, and Manchu empires;
claimed by Kroeber (Univ. CaL Pub., vol. 23, p. 289}
as an independent American invention, it was there limited
to an unimportant Californian tribe. The failure of the prc^
Columbian Americans to make good use of such inventions
as they had suggests that these inventions were imDortecL

